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Use behavior change theories

�To identify the characteristics of a 
community most closely related to its 
problem-causing behaviors.

�To analyze the potential that the audience 
will be able to accomplish the behavior



Theories of behavior change

� A behavior is most likely to occur if:

� A person has a strong intention to perform the 
behavior

� A person has the necessary skills and abilities

� There are no constraints preventing behavioral 
performance

� Keep your eye on the ball !



Theories of behavior change

�Whether the person has a strong intention
to perform the behavior depends on a 
person’s beliefs:

� About the behavior

� About what others believe about the behavior

� About his or her own ability to perform a 
behavior

� Keep your eye on the ball !



Focus on behavior change

�Exploring theories in more depth

� Internal and external influences

� How people decide how to behave

� A model that integrates all the theories

�Other theories of interest

� How people’s intention to perform changes over time

� How people decide to join a group and/or promote a 
groups’ ideas

� The role of leaders and influencers in promoting the 
adoption of new ideas



Theories of behavior change

�Internal and external factors

� Human functioning is viewed as the product 
of a dynamic interplay of personal, behavioral, 
and environmental influences.

Source: A. Bandura, 1986 and 1997 
From summary provided by F. Pajares, Emory 
University, http://des.emory.edu/mfp/eff.htm
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Theories of behavior change

�Internal and external factors

� Factors affect behavior

►Economic conditions

►Socieconomic status

►Family structures

� But not directly

►So how do we interpret this kind of information?

Source: A. Bandura, 1986 and 1997 
From summary provided by F. Pajares, 
Emory University



Theories of behavior change

�Internal and external factors

� Factors affect behavior

►To the degree that they influence people’s

▬Aspirations

▬Belief in themselves

▬Personal standards

▬Emotional states

▬Other self-regulatory influences

Source: A. Bandura, 1986 and 1997 
From summary provided by F. Pajares, 
Emory University



Theories of behavior change

How people decide how to behave –

�The Theory of planned behavior

� Incorporates internal and external factors

� Links attitudes about a specific behavior and 
the implementation of the behavior

� Focuses on intentions toward a specific 
behavior

Can be applied to predict behaviors

Source: Ajzen & Fishbein, 2005.



Theory of Planned Behavior
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Theories of behavior change

�Behavior change drivers – three additional 
elements to consider:

� Is the current behavior habitual or a 
conscious choice?

� Where does the behavior fall in a continuum 
of factors influencing a person’s intentions?

� The importance of person’s beliefs about 
control and power


